Abstract: We examine voter support in 2008 for Constitutional Amendment 1 in Florida, which modifies a Proposition 13-like property assessment growth cap by allowing homeowners to port their exempted value to a new home. Despite claims by amendment proponents that it would lower property taxes, we do not find that support was higher in precincts with a greater share of eligible property owners. Nor was support explained by the average size of existing exemptions. Instead, we find that precincts with more mobile households supported Amendment 1. In addition, we find evidence that voters understood how changing assessment methodology could affect their tax share. Under a conventional assessment cap, a homeowner who moves resets the assessed value to the market price, lowering the share of assessed value for remaining homeowners. Remarkably, we find that support for Amendment 1 falls as mobility in other parts of the city increases. This finding suggests that Amendment 1 was viewed as a way for high-mobility voters to shift the tax burden back to low-mobility homeowners. In addition, support is higher when a city has a high number of out-of-state immigrants, who have no tax exemption to port into the city, but support is lower when the city has high rates of in-state immigration. These findings suggest that voters are fairly tax savvy and as concerned with shifting the tax burden as they are with curbing absolute expenditures.
Introduction
Since the property tax revolts began with California voters' approval of Proposition 13 in 1978, fifteen states have curbed the growth in property assessments, and most other states have limited millage rates or the growth in property tax revenue.
When these restrictions are enacted, they can significantly reduce local expenditures and revenues (Downes, 1992; Figlio, 1997) . However, the question of why voters restrict the power of their local governments through limitations is contentious. Voters may support them because they believe they will improve local government efficiency rather than reduce public services (Citrin, 1979; Ladd and Wilson, 1982) . Doyle (1994) and Figlio and Rueben (2001) , however, provide evidence that these expectations are often not realized. Buttressing this, Cutler, Elmendorf and Zeckhauer (1999) find that voters' estimation of government efficiency is inversely correlated with their personal tax liabilities, while Fischel (1989) posits that Proposition 13 was a rational response to a recent court decision (Serrano v. Priest) that equalized school expenditures. A related puzzle is why voters use state referenda to constrain a revenue source that is primarily utilized by local government. One explanation is that an agency failure of local officials makes them difficult to monitor. For instance, Anderson and Pape (2008) suggest that current voters do not trust future voters to guard their interests and thus seek laws that raise the necessary vote-share for future tax increases.
However, many states with assessment caps do not simultaneously constrain millage rates or have maximum rates that are not binding, making the intent of voters less clear (Hoyt et al, 2009) . Complicating this is that whether or not they lower expenditures, assessment caps encourage households to over-stay in their current home (Bogart, 1990; Stohs, Childs and Stevenson, 2001; Wasi and White, 2005; Ferreira, 2007.) 1 If housing match quality diminishes over time then this "lock-in" effect from assessment caps may generate an aggregate welfare loss (O'Sullivan, Sexton, and Sheffrin, 1995; 1999) and could induce additional construction at the urban fringe (Wassmer, 2008.) 1 Nagy (1997) does not find an effect on mobility.
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The existing literature can be informed by the recent passage of a novel constitutional amendment in Florida. Amendment 1, approved in 2008, modifies Save
Our Homes (SOH), the state's existing assessment cap enacted in 1995, by allowing homeowners to port their current property exemption to a new home in the state. 2 By treating newly purchased homes similar to previous homes, the law ameliorates the lockin effect but at the expense of administrative complexity, greater horizontal inequity between recent and longtime homeowners and a faster erosion of the property digest.
While the original assessment cap passed with popular support, there was even greater support for the mobility enhancing amendment. This suggests that the appeal of assessment caps does not rest on an explicit desire by voters to reward more permanent households.
The portability provision is unusual because it impacts not only a household's current and future property tax liability and thus the finances of its current town, but also the assessed value of any town the household may move to in the future. Formerly, cities were able to rely on a certain amount of turnover in the market to reset assessed prices back to market prices; now assessed values will only be restored when a first-time homebuyer makes a purchase. In addition, in-state migrants from other parts of Florida can erode the local tax base faster if they port large exemptions into districts that have not experienced much appreciation. Finally, after the Amendment, local governments must reduce their expenditures, raise other taxes or fees, tax non-protected property, or raise the millage rate, which was almost never constrained. Rational voters thus had to balance their potential tax savings after a move against potentially higher immediate taxes or fewer public goods.
To explain support for Amendment 1, we combine statewide assessor property records with precinct level election data and 2000 census block group data. We predict the share of yes votes based on the mobility rate and the existing tax savings (the "tax 2 Ferreira (2007) examines an amendment to California's Proposition 13 that permitted counties to port the exemptions of residents 55 and over. Counties had a choice whether to allow the portability or not. Oregon has a system in place where the assessment cap is transferrable to new owner, but it is not portable.
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wedge") from Save Our Homes controlling for average demographic characteristics, mean income and partisanship. Despite Amendment 1 supporters' claims that it would result in a tax reduction for Floridians, we do not find higher support for the measure in precincts with a greater share of homesteaded property. Nor was support explained by the average size of a homeowner's current tax exemption, even though an existing exemption is a necessary condition for lock-in to occur. Instead, we find that precincts with more mobile households, and ones more mobile relative to other households in the same tax jurisdiction, were more likely to support Amendment 1. In addition, when examining inter-tax district migration, support increases when a jurisdiction has high rates of out-ofstate immigration but decreases with high rates of in-state immigration. These findings are consistent with voters being cognizant of mechanics of the property tax, and they suggest that they were motivated more by an attempt to change the rules to shift the burden of financing government to low-mobility households and to new entrants to the state.
Section 2 details the original Save Our Homes exemption and the proposed Amendment 1. Section 3 lays out the theoretical framework and four hypotheses we test.
Section 4 describes the econometric specification and the dataset, and we explain how we construct our independent variables of interest. Section 5 presents the results from the test of the first hypothesis, and Section 6 from the test of the second and third hypotheses.
Section 7 concludes.
Institutional Detail
Since 1980, State law has exempted the first $25,000 of market value from assessment on a homeowner's primary residence or "homestead." In 1995, 54 percent of Florida voters approved changing the state's constitution with the "Save Our Homes" (SOH) amendment which capped yearly increases in assessed value to the lesser of three percent or the rate of inflation (based on the CPI for urban consumers). 3 Figure 1a shows 3 In addition to the standard $25,000 homestead exemption, there is also a $500 exemption for a disabled homeowner, a $500 exemption for a widow or widower and a $5,000 exemption for a disabled veteran. Like Proposition 13 in California and similar measures in other states, the assessed value reset to the market price when sold, significantly increasing the property tax bill for the new owners. 6 The fear of losing the benefit of a large untaxed wedge was believed to lock families into their existing homes. 7 Yet this lack of mobility, combined with the popular perception that property taxes were still too high, created support to 4 Formerly OFHEO. 5 Note that for long time homesteaders, assessed value will continue to rise even as current property value declines. In a time of declining house prices, the assessed value will gradually catch up with current market value. This is mandated by the provisions of SOH. 6 Florida is a relatively latecomer among the states in passing a statewide property tax limitation.
Shadbegian (1998) points out that by 1992, half the states had passed some limitation measure. However, some of the states passed measures that did not limit annual assessment increases, which made it possible for local jurisdictions to override the limitation by inflating assessed values, while others directly capped revenue and forcing jurisdictions to reset the millage rate. 7 Popular press cited large families that had outgrown their starter homes and retired empty-nesters who wanted to downsize, but neither group could afford to pay the additional property taxes that would come with a new house. (1) the homestead exemption is doubled to $50,000 for nonschool taxes; and (2) the homeowner's tax wedge is made "portable" to new homes within the state; (3) a $25,000 tangible personal property exemption is provided to businesses; and (4) assessments on non-homesteaded property, including rental properties, second homes and commercial properties, was capped at 10 percent (excluding school taxes). The $25,000 increase in the exemption adds some modest progressivity to the property tax. The business exemption on personal property was thought to be quite modest, and the 10 percent cap on non-homestead assessments does not appear to lower future tax non-homestead taxes. 9 In summary, most of the benefits of Amendment 1 were expected to be conferred to owners of homestead property. The portability provision generates roughly half of these savings and is at the center of our analysis.
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The universal statewide portability of the assessment wedge is unique among the states. If one buys a new home of greater value, the total value of the wedge from the past home is transferred to the new home up to a maximum portable cap of $500,000. An example may be useful. If a homeowner purchased a home in 1994 for $100,000 that by 2008 has a "just value" (assessor determined market value) of $270,000 and an assessed value of $140,000 then the wedge between market price and assessed price is $130,000.
If the homeowner moves up to a home with a just value of $300,000, then without portability the assessed value of the new house is $300,000. (230K*(130K/270K)).
Voters confronted a difficult calculation of projected benefits and costs in deciding whether or not to support the referendum. 13 In the next section, we review how changes in the method of assessment would change the taxes of different types of voters and thus their support for Amendment 1.
The Property Tax under Different Assessment Policies
An individual voter's tax bill, T, can be expressed as:
where τ is the jurisdiction's property tax (millage) rate, and V is the assessed value of the house. Without Save Our Homes, V is set to the market value. 14 The introduction of the original SOH legislation in 1995 capped the growth in assessed value at the lesser of inflation or 3 percent. Thus, the tax burden T was the millage rate τ , multiplied by the capped value or the market price, less the basic exemption:
The difference between a home's market value and assessed value is the assessment wedge, W which we define as max (V -, 0 ( )
We can then express the consumption of all other goods, x, as a function of current income less the property tax:
The lock-in effect created by Save Our Homes can be illustrated as follows. The initial real budget set, a post-Save-Our-Homes budget set, and a post-Amendment 1 budget set, when average inflation exceeds three percent are presented in Figure 1 . The household obtains utility from housing and from non-housing consumption, which are represented on the vertical and horizontal axes respectively. The $25,000 (and later, $50,000) flat homestead exemptions are suppressed for clarity. The optimal consumption level in the absence of a property tax exemption is h 0 . The assessment cap generates a discontinuous budget set, B 2 , where consumption of the current house affords greater non-housing consumption than other homes of similar value. 15 This differential treatment of current and future homes can generate a lock-in effect that, in the presence of depreciating housing match quality, lowers aggregate social welfare (O'Sullivan, 1999) . Passage of Amendment 1 shifts the budget set back out and reduces much of the lock-in effect.
16 15 An alternative diagram with real house price inflation would be similar but would shift the budget set in for any housing consumption other than the current one. 16 There is still a kink in the budget set from the differential treatment of a "trade-up" or a "trade-down."
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Since the shift of the budget set is clearly related to the size of the homeowner's accumulated wedge, our first hypothesis that can be taken to the data is as follows: Hypothesis 1. Support for Amendment 1 increases with wedge size.
However, an existing assessment wedge is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for households to experience a lock-in effect. If an owner is happy with her current residence 17 , then the portability feature benefits her not at all. But in the O'Sullivan, Sexton, and Sheffrin's (1995) framework, housing mobility is driven by decaying housing match quality; households move when the current flow of housing services provides insufficient utility subject to the fixed cost of moving. They must also make some judgment as to the trajectory of future house prices. If house prices continue to fall as they had in the year before Amendment 1, then the value of the wedge to be ported will decline over time. On the other hand, if long-run house prices return to their previous trend of increasing faster than inflation, then a voter would need to consider the value of accumulated wedges in future homes. If we ignore, for the moment, existing wedge endowments and cross-metro migration, then SOH can be thought of as simply a tax on the number of moves a household makes in the future, as each move resets one's assessment to the market price and raise their lifetime property tax.
We illustrate this in Figure 3 , which graphs the permanent budget set when households consume only housing mobility and after-tax consumption. Increasing the number of moves reduces lifetime consumption because each move causes the property tax rate to reset to the market price. The more frequently one moves, the less lifetime consumption of all-other-goods they can afford assuming some fixed cost of moving. owner the "roll-back" millage rate on the homeowner's tax bill -the rate that would leave revenue unchanged net of new construction. 18 Second, throughout the campaign for Amendment 1, many opponents claimed it would harm public services. 19 We attempt to control for varying tastes for public goods in the empirical section, however, for now we examine the tax share implications when local governments hold revenue, R j , constant and endogenizing the tax rate, j τ . In Figure 3 , a higher millage would pull the entire 18 When property prices were rising, this rate would tend to fall; however, given the recent correction in house prices, the roll-back rate in many cities exceeds the actual rate. In addition to putting Amendment 1 on the ballot, the 2007 legislature forced local governments to rescind recent increases in property tax revenue (lowering future non-school tax revenue between 3 and 9 percent for most municipalities) and made the existing roll-back rate the statutory rate (Clouser and Mulkey, 2008.) 19 Two examples of anti-Amendment 1 headlines appeared in the Miami Herald in the months leading up to the vote: "New Florida Residents Target Save Our Homes" (January 27, 2008) and "Tax Reform to Mean More Budget Cuts." (November 29, 2007) budget frontier in. We represent this effect as budget set B
2'
and B
3'
for SOH and Amendment 1, respectively. Whether one is better off under SOH (or Amendment 1)
depends on their lifetime mobility.
To see this more clearly, note that in the case when revenue is held constant, the household's tax liability is determined by their property's share of the total assessed value in the jurisdiction (the tax base), B j :
The greater B j , the smaller the individuals' tax share and the smaller there tax. However, B j , is just the sum of the market values of all taxable parcels in the jurisdiction, less total wedges:
Amendment 1, therefore, alters how n W ∑ erodes the tax base. While the amendment increases a households' wedge in their next home, almost certainly lowering their initial tax share then, it can raise the tax burden in the current home, as other movers port their wedges and shrink the denominator in equation (6). To see this more precisely, note that the can be disaggregated into the sum of wedges of non-migrants, less the wedges that sellers take with them, plus the wedges buyers port into the new home:
Under Save Our Homes but before Amendment 1, because of the reset to market value, the tax base is broadened by the fact that the wedge of buyers, , was zero.
However, after Amendment 1, , will be non-zero if purchasers previously sold a The balance of the paper tests these hypotheses empirically. 20 In the econometric section below we include county fixed effects in part to absorb any county-level variation in assessment methodology and thus don't exploit this variation except when interacted in column 4 of table 5. 
Data
This study combines precinct-level vote shares for amendment 1 with parcel level information on market and assessed property value, homestead status, date of purchase them into a precinct-level analysis. We describe them in detail in this section.
Election Data
The unit of analysis is the election precinct, whose boundaries are determined by each of the 67 counties in Florida. The smallest county in our sample has 8 precincts, while the largest county has 711. Amendment 1 appeared on the ballot in the January 29, In contrast, counties where a majority of voters opposed Amendment 1 generally were 21 We note that the winner of the Democratic primary could not receive any convention delegates because of a party sanction for moving the vote forward. Republican candidates received half their assigned delegates. Also, none of the leading Democratic candidates campaigned in Florida. Thus, Democratic turnout may have been depressed. We attempt to correct for political differences among precincts in some of our specifications later on. 22 Before taking the log, we add a 0.01 so as not to exclude the several precincts that voted 0% in favor of Amendment 1. Removing these precincts from the sample did not change the results qualitatively.
16 small and rural. Two notable exceptions were Duval County (Jacksonville) and Leon County (Tallahassee), large counties that both voted majority no.
Property Data from County Assessor Files
To develop a measure of the tax savings that can be expected, we obtain propertylevel data from the Florida Department of Revenue's 2007 tax roll. This is a complete listing of all parcels (residential and commercial) and is compiled from county assessors.
Santa Rosa County was dropped from the analysis because variable names could not be reconciled with the standardized names used in other countries. This leaves us with 64 counties and 6,475 precincts in our sample.
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Key to our analysis is the homeowners' existing Save Our Homes "wedge," the difference between the home's just value and its assessed value, both of which are reported for every parcel. County assessors are required to update a home's just value yearly, not only to account for market appreciation, but also for any additional improvements that may have been made on the parcel. 24 The assessed value for a homesteaded property that has not changed hands in the previous year cannot climb more than the SOH cap. Therefore, the wedge, W, is simply the difference between the just value and the assessed value. We then determine the precinct of each parcel and calculate the median wedge, W i , value of that precinct for all single family, owneroccupied properties. 25 We also determine the share of property in the precinct that is currently claiming a homestead exemption. 23 We do not expect that the three counties dropped to distort our results greatly. 24 Assessors use standard appraisal techniques (comparables and replacement cost valuation) to determine the just value. In addition, there is a state requirement that a home be physically inspected at least once every five years. 25 We exclude multifamily residences (but not townhomes) for three reasons: (1) there appears to be a lack of uniformity in how assessors report these properties to the state; (2) a high degree of reporting error can arise from condo conversions; and (3) some counties appear to aggregate across units to create a single parcel level variable. We are also concerned about the high degree of sub-leasing and number investment properties within condo buildings. It is not clear to us whether a condo owner, even one currently (and
Homeowner Mobility
We expect that a household that would like to move but have a large wedge would support Amendment 1 to escape the lock-in effect. While we do not observe taste for mobility directly, we can identify neighborhoods that appear to have faster turnover.
We posit that people living in neighborhoods whose previous residents have exhibited shorter tenures would also have shorter occupancies. (Or would, but for the lock-in effect of Save Our Homes.) We also attempt to model mobility and predict the expected mobility of current residents. These three measures are described below.
The property level data from the assessors contain the years of the latest and the second most recent sale of each parcel in the state. Dividing 1 by the average number of years between the most recent and the second most recent sale yields a measure of "churn" in the precinct.
We also rely on the U.S. Census, which asks whether a person occupied the same residence in 1995 as they did in 2000. From this question we obtain the percentage of each census block group that moved within the last five years. We average this measure (and all other census derived block group values described later) by precinct. As a precinct usually includes more than one block group, and block group boundaries are often not coterminous with precinct boundaries, we weight each block group by its share of the total number of housing units within the precinct.
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Finally, we construct a third measure of expected household mobility by estimating a duration model. Specifically, we estimate a semi-parametric hazard of honestly) claiming a homestead exemption on a condo unit would behave more like a homeowner or as a potential landlord when voting. 26 To elaborate, we create a measure of lot density defined as block group population in 2000 divided by the number of single family lots and then multiply this value by the single family parcels retained from our calculation of the wedge and mobility. Thus, a block group makes a large contribution to the precinct mean mobility if it has a lot of parcels in common with the precinct and/or it contains a lot of multifamily housing. If there is no multifamily present, then the weight is simply based on the block group's share of total parcels in the precinct. We believe this weighting scheme is superior to one based simply on the coverage ratio of precinct area and block group area; a procedure often employed when a finer unit of analysis (parcel) is unavailable.
moving on the previous owners' housing spell (used to create our churn measure) and current residents' duration, which is right-censored. We assume that if the current owner of the property receives a homestead exemption, then so did the previous. We also A concern in our specification is the inherent simultaneity between wedge size and mobility. We ensure identification by relying on lagged values, in the case of the churn and the census mobility measures. In estimating the hazard-derived, we control for the wedge but exclude it when we predict the current owner's duration in the home.
Other Covariates
We control for socioeconomic and demographic factors that may influence the likelihood of voting for Amendment 1, specifically block group level characteristics from the 2000 Census: percent non-Hispanic white, percent in various age groups, percent college-educated, median household income, median income squared and the percentage 27 We thank Geoff Turnbull for pointing out this second concern. Estimating survival functions with data through 2007 does not appreciably change our results.
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of the housing units that is renter-occupied. 28 In the same way as the census mobility rate is defined, each housing parcel is assigned the characteristics of the block group within which it is located. Then, the precinct average of this value is calculated, weighting by share of housing units. We also include GIS-determined distance to the nearest central business district (CBD) and include a dummy if the precinct is located in a central city of the MSA.
Voters may also be governed by ideology and may have turned out in different numbers because of the disparate treatment of Republican and Democratic contests. The
Florida Senate has available 2000 presidential election data disaggregated to the block group level. We therefore assign to each parcel in our tax roll the percentage of votes cast for Al Gore in that block group. We then take a weighted average (as above) to create a precinct level variable.
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Finally, there are institutional and cultural differences between Florida counties, and so we include a full set of dummy variables for the 64 counties. County fixed effects are especially important for two reasons: (1) property appraisal and tax collection are done at the county level, and (2) Florida school districts are coterminous with counties, and a large portion of a homeowner's tax bill goes to the county to pay for schools. With the fixed effects, we are able to control for different assessment methods, practices and county public amenity levels. We are thus identifying the impact of tax wedge and mobility on votes across precincts within each county. (2000) were largely decided highlighted inconsistencies in the hand recounting of presidential under votes (e.g. hanging chads), but as the election results as certified represents the second running of machine ballots but excludes (per the Supreme Court's decree) most hand recounts, we believe this is not a concern for our empirical analysis.
Analysis
To test our hypotheses, we first estimate a reduced-form linear regression of share of yes votes at the election precinct level on current tax wedges, measures of expected mobility and a set of controls.
The formal specification is:
where y i is the log share of yes votes in the precinct, X i is the vector of control variables (which include a full set of county fixed effects), W i is the median size of the tax wedge between just and assessed value, M i is a measure of average mobility in the precinct and an error term, . First, we test the null hypothesis H 0 :
, the size of the median wedge did not affect the share voting yes. Our alternative hypothesis is that precincts with a larger median wedge between market and assessed values will vote for the right to port those tax savings to a new home (H a : ). Similarly, we test the null hypothesis:
, the average mobility of a household does not affect the precinct's share voting yes. The alternative is that precincts with higher mobility will vote for the right to port those tax savings to a new home (H a : 0 > θ ).
Simple Mobility Measures
Estimation results using simple measures of mobility are reported in Table 2 . All specifications in this table include a set of county fixed effects, and standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. We begin by looking at the median wedge in each precinct, W. In the simplest regression (Column 1) with no other covariates except county controls, W is significant and positive as expected, suggesting that the portability of the wedge is attractive to precincts with high potential tax benefits. However, the magnitude of the parameter on W is small: increasing the wedge by $70,000 (the equivalent of increasing the wedge by one standard deviation) raises the yes share vote by 1.4%. For the precinct 21 with the mean yes share of 63%, this translates to barely one percentage point increase.
However, this is the only specification in which W positively and significantly raises the yes share.
Column 2 provides parameter estimates after the inclusion of a rich set of additional control variables. The yes vote share in a precinct falls with educational attainment and rises with the proportion white. Living in the central city reduces the likelihood of support. The precinct's median income is insignificant. Precincts with a high share of very young and the elderly have lower levels of support for Amendment 1.
This may reflect greater reliance on local public services that may suffer if Amendment 1 impacts local budgets. After including these covariates, the estimated coefficient of W is statistically non-significant at the 5 percent level. Given that a positive wedge is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the lock-in hypothesis, we find the small and insignificant parameter estimates on the wedge variable striking and suggest that support for Amendment 1 may have been driven by other considerations.
Columns 3 and 4 suggest that mobility plays an important role in determining support for Amendment 1. The churn measure (1 divided by the average of the previous residents' duration in their homes) is positive and significant so that precincts with shorter ownership spells are more likely to support Amendment 1. The magnitude of the churn suggests that a one standard-deviation increase in churn increases the yes share by 0.44 percentage points at the mean. The census measure of mobility implies a much larger effect. 30 Increasing the 5-year mobility rate by one standard deviation increases the share yes vote by 2.49 percentage points at the mean.
Column 5 includes both the wedge and the churn measures. Despite the likely correlation between wedge and mobility, including both variables does not alter either coefficient estimate. Finally, not every parcel receives the homestead exemption, usually because it is a second home or a vacation residence. Column 6 includes the percentage of the precinct receiving the homestead exemption. The sign for this variable is negative but 30 Note that while the census mobility definition encompasses renters who move as well as owners we for the level of renters in the precinct separately.
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insignificant, which may seem counterintuitive. However, non-homestead property owners are, almost by definition, ineligible to vote and thus owners in low-homestead areas may expect the law to shift more of the burden onto non-residents and absentee landlords. 31 We test for such tax-share shifting considerations in section 6. Table 3 reports regression results from specifications incorporating the hazardderived measures of mobility. Again, mobility seems to play an important role in support for Amendment 1. Whether we include a measure of expected mobility 1, 2, or 3 years into the future (Columns 1, 2 and 3), the estimated parameter is significant and positive.
Predicted Mobility Measures

32
The magnitudes are in line with the census mobility measures; increasing the 1-year expected mobility rate by one standard deviation increases the yes share by 0.30 percentage points at the mean. The impact is about four times greater for two-year mobility. However, the coefficient estimate on average wedge size remains insignificant.
In Column 4 we interact wedge size and predicted 1-year mobility. Recall from the discussion in Section 3, that if expected future house price appreciation is modest, then an existing wedge and future mobility is necessary for Amendment 1 to lower future taxes. T the (wedge×mobility) interaction is positive and significant at the five percent level. This suggests mobile households with a larger tax wedge were more likely to support Amendment 1. Putting the results from this prospective mobility measure with the simple retrospective mobility measures implies support for Hypothesis 2. 31 On the other hand, the marginal buyer in low-homestead areas may be a non-homesteader and a current resident seeking to maintain their property value could oppose Amendment 1 for the same reason childless couples support school bonds (Hilber and Mayer, 2004) . 32 The standard errors may suffer from a generated-regressor problem as the expected mobility measures were created by predicting the survival in the home of each property owner and then averaging this value for each precinct. There is no ready analytical method for correcting the errors when the first stage is estimated at a lower level of analysis. Experiments with bootstrapping the errors for two randomly drawn counties did not appear to grow our estimated standard errors, however any attempt to employ this strategy for the entire state would be very computationally intensive. Instead we treat Table 3 as a robustness check of the churn and census mobility measures.
Finally, we control for underlying political ideology to guard against concerns about the irregular Democratic and Republican primaries. Column 6 of Table 2 includes the percentage of the precinct that supported Al Gore in the 2000 presidential election.
The estimated coefficient is negative and highly statistically significant. To the extent that the variable represents a relatively liberal precinct, this result suggests that voters on the political left are less likely to support Amendment 1. In any case, controlling for ideology does not change our parameter estimates for wedge or expected mobility.
Curbing the Leviathan or Lowering Tax Share?
We now expand the specification in an attempt to understand voters' expectations as to the likely response of their local government after passage of Amendment 1. Leading up to the Amendment, proponents claimed that it would lower taxes, while many opponents of the measure claimed it would adversely affect the budgets of municipal and county governments. This suggests that both proponents and opponents expected local governments to respond to Amendment 1, in part, by cutting expenditures.
We test this hypothesis by turning to the existing literature on ethnic homogeneity and support for public goods to see whether Amendment 1 had greater support in communities that, ex ante, might have been more interested in curbing the "Leviathan" of local government. Alternatively, voters may have expected local governments to maintain revenues by raising taxes on other property or simply raising the millage rate on owneroccupied property. We augment our reduced-form linear regression equation with several jurisdiction-level measures and a jurisdiction specific-error term:
where S j is a vector of population heterogeneity variables in the jurisdiction (indexed j), C j is a vector that decomposes the share of the assessed value comprised of each property type, I j is a vector that decomposes type of migrants to the tax jurisdiction and the ratio is 23 relative mobility. We describe each variable in turn below, outline our predicted effect and then add them to our specification.
Presence of racial and ethnic heterogeneity
Examining county government data, Alesina, Glaeser and Sacerdote (2002) find evidence that racial heterogeneity may lower expenditures on public goods because voters are less able to identify with likely recipients or because likely beneficiaries find it harder to form political coalitions across ethnic lines. Voters may care more about the tax savings and individual benefits of portability if they do not support the redistributive effects of local public services that benefit racial or ethnic groups other than their own. We formulate two measures of dissimilarity, both based on the race categories from the Census. The first is a measure of racial heterogeneity that is the probability that two randomly drawn individuals in a municipality (or unincorporated county) will be of a different race. 33 The second is the coefficient of dissimilarity that measures the degree of segregation across a municipality for any given level of racial heterogeneity in the population. A larger value suggests that blacks and Latinos are more geographically concentrated within the jurisdiction.
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The first two columns of Table 4 present the estimates. Controlling for share nonHispanic white at the precinct level, Column 1 shows that more heterogeneous towns were less likely to support Amendment 1. This result is inconsistent with our null hypothesis. However, Column 2 finds that controlling for a given level of racial and ethnic heterogeneity, precincts living in more segregated towns were more likely to support Amendment 1. This is as expected and suggests that cities that are a priori less where group i is the share of the population in the tax district that is non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black and Hispanic, respectively. 34 We also consider the possibility that voters do not perceive the overall racial composition of their city or town but instead look only at their immediate surroundings so we create an alternative measure: racial heterogeneity at the census tract level. Again, because these indices are calculated at a geographical level different from the precinct, we weight the indices at our unit of analysis. Qualitative results from these measures are not significantly different, and so they are not reported here, although they are available from the authors. receptive to potentially redistributive public services (as given by their level of segregation) are more likely to favor the tax cutting potential of Amendment 1. We take the combined findings as mixed evidence that voters expected Amendment 1 to actually lower expenditures. For the balance of the paper we will explore whether voters consider possible tax-shifting strategies by their municipality.
Presence of non-homestead and non-residential property
The portability rule affected only homesteaded residential properties. Thus, homesteaded voters may have been more willing to support Amendment 1 if they believed that revenue loss from their declining assessments would be made up by higher taxes on nonhomestead or non-housing property.
35 Thus, one explanation for the insignificant parameter estimates on share homestead in the previous regressions is that a high homestead rate suggested that there are fewer other properties that can shoulder the tax burden. 36 In Column 3 of Table 4 , we include the share of the jurisdiction's tax base that is currently receiving a homestead exemption. Our prior is that a high jurisdiction homestead rate should lower support while a high precinct homestead increases support because it contains large number of households who could benefit from portability.
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However, the estimated parameter on jurisdiction homestead rate is positive, though not statistically different from zero. In Column 4, we include three new measures of the tax base of the precinct's jurisdiction: the share of the jurisdictional tax base that is residential, commercial and industrial. 38 We note that the estimate on the share of homesteaded residential land (-0.107 + 0.516 = 0.409) is not significantly different from share commercial or industrial. It also is not statistically different from the share of non- 35 Dye, McMillen and Merriman (2006) , for instance, show that the residential assessment cap in Illinois resulted in higher tax bills for commercial property owners and residents ineligible for the cap. See Bradbury (1988) and Calabrese et al (2006) for similar evidence from Massachusetts. 36 There is of course a potentially off-setting consideration. Current homesteaders are potential sellers to non-homesteaders. If the marginal buyer of homes in a given neighborhood is likely to be a snow-bird (non-homestead recipient) the current voter may oppose Amendment 1 for fear of jeopardizing their home values. 37 Though not shown, Table 4 includes the share renting from the 2000 census, so we believe the share nonhomestead is capturing ownership of second homes, a large component of the housing market in Florida. 38 These do not add up to 1 because of additional tax base categories such as institutional and agricultural property. Agricultural land under Florida's Greenbelt law is taxed based on current use and is generally difficult to tax. 26 homestead residential land. These findings suggest that voters did not expect their local government to offset Amendment 1 by raising taxes on non-residential or non-homestead properties.
Migration and Relative Mobility
The reason homestead property owners might be ambivalent about Amendment 1 is that while they might like to port an exemption at some time in the future, so will other homeowners. The ultimate tax burden hinges on their mobility, but also the mobility of fellow residents. A citizen living in a city where there are many migrants coming in from other parts of Florida may expect these migrants to put pressure on local expenditures while not contributing to the tax base -thus dampening support for tax portability. On the other hand, residents living in towns with high rates of migration from out of state can rely on these "wedge-less" buyers to reset the assessed value and slow the erosion of the tax base even after the passage of Amendment 1.
Column 1 of Table 5 provides the baseline result for this analysis. We use the 2000 census measure of tax jurisdiction (city-level) mobility and precinct level mobility.
This specification also includes all of the jurisdiction tax-base share measures from Column 4 of Table 4 . While precincts with high rates of mobility are more likely to support Amendment 1, controlling for precinct (own) mobility, voters in high-mobility jurisdictions do not appear to be more likely to support Amendment 1.
However, in Column 2 of Table 5 we include out-of-state mobility into the jurisdiction. Cities with a large share of out-of-state immigrants are significantly more likely to support Amendment 1: a one-standard-deviation increase in the share of residents from out of state increases support for Amendment 1 by 2.7 percentage points.
Given the large magnitude of this coefficient, compared to the previously estimated coefficients, we believe this evidence is consistent with some strategic consideration on the part of voters, validating Hypothesis 4. At the same time, the parameter estimate on jurisdiction mobility which now captures the effect of in-state migration is negative and significant. Residents in cities with high rates of in-state migration can expect the assessed value of land to grow more slowly as wedges start to be ported around, and 27 controlling for their own desire to port a wedge, they are more likely to oppose Amendment 1.
We further divide the in-state migrants into those coming from the same county and those coming from a different county in Column 3 of Table 5 . The resulting coefficient estimates do not appear to be statistically different from one another, which may be consistent with the notion that voters do not distinguish between which county in Florida sends the migrants to their jurisdiction. However, not all in-state migrants are equal. If a voter lives in a locality where the average wedge is low, relative to other localities in the state, it is likely that the average in-migrant's wedge will be relatively large. Put differently, the assessment base of a low-wedge jurisdiction is more exposed to disruption from in-state migration than is a high-wedge district. To the extent that these produce countervailing effects, this may explain why the in-state migration coefficient variable is insignificant. In order to test this alternative hypothesis, more data are needed to determine from where a jurisdiction's in-state immigrants come.
We obtain from the Internal Revenue Service the U.S. Population County-toCounty Migration Data for 2008. This data, compiled from individual tax returns, report the number of new residents who moved to each U.S. county and the county or state where they migrated from. Because the data are created annually, they represent a more accurate snapshot of migration during inter-censal years. For each of the 64 counties in our analysis we create the average "county immigrants' wedge," which is the weighted sum of the average wedges in the other 63 Florida counties, with the weights being the relative frequency of migration as given by the IRS data. 39 Now, as our specifications include county fixed effects, simply putting this calculated average into our regressions would be ineffectual; therefore, our control variable is the ratio of the jurisdiction's average wedge to the county immigrants' wedge. Thus, identification is based on the fact 39 Here is a simplified example: County A receives migrants from only two counties: 30% come from County B and 70% come from County C. The average wedge enjoyed by residents of County B is $50,000, and the average wedge of County C is $80,000. The "county immigrants' wedge" of County A is then (0.3)($50,000) + (0.7)($80,000) = $71,000. In our calculations, we would use all the Florida counties that send migrants to County A. 28 that different jurisdictions within a county have different existing wedges. Column 4 reports the results. The coefficient on this ratio is positive and significant at the 10% level. Thus, if a jurisdiction has larger average wedges, relative to wedges ported in from other Florida counties, voters are more likely to support Amendment 1. This is consistent with the voters in this jurisdiction recognizing that the immigrants will not greatly erode the tax base with their ported wedges, and so the immediate tax cuts Amendment 1 provides may dominate in a voter's decision-making. This finding gives some credence to why north Florida municipalities were so adamantly opposed to Amendment 1 and why south Florida remained relatively silent. However, we note that the magnitude of our finding is small, which may be due to the lack of jurisdiction-level mobility data at our disposal.
As a final examination of the tax shifting considerations in voting behavior, we look at relative mobility as opposed to relative wedge. We construct new variables based on the ratio of a precinct's own mobility relative to other homeowners in the same jurisdiction. The hypothesis is that if people in one precinct are relatively less likely to move than those in other precincts in the same jurisdiction, they should be more willing to oppose the amendment because their own tax bill will rise. We again employ previous owners' churn as our proxy for current owners' mobility, but the following results are robust to other measures of mobility. Column 5 of Table 5 provides the parameter estimates for the relative measure. Note that own precinct's parameter on churn is now negative but relative churn is positive, though neither is statistically different from zero at the 5 percent cut-off. However, when we limit the sample to cities with twenty-five or more precincts in order to mitigate the effect of having precinct churn included as both the numerator and the denominator of the ratio (Column 6), we find that both the churn and relative churn parameters become strongly significant; combined, the marginal effect, calculated at the means, is positive. In other words, support for Amendment 1 increases in precincts that are relatively more mobile compared with other precincts in the same town. We take this as further evidence for Hypothesis 4, that voters understand the fundamental shifting in tax burdens that portability would provide. Under the original Save Our Homes provisions, long-stayers could expect the tax burden to slowly shift to 29 high-mobility households. Amendment 1 reverses that effect and, assuming it leads to an increase in the millage rate or other taxes, causes the tax-share of long duration residents to rise. Thus, Amendment 1 acted as a way for high-mobility households to shift the burden back to the low-mobility ones, and the voting results are consistent with this view.
Conclusion
While many states have introduced property assessment caps in order to limit the taxing power of local governments, Florida's Amendment 1 was the first statewide provision that allows the benefits of the assessment caps to be portable within the state.
This policy shift may significantly improve the mobility of homeowners and increase the efficient matching of homeowners to homes. The differential tax burdens that the amendment generates allow us to test whether voters recognized the fiscal impact of this provision upon themselves and upon others. Precinct-level voting data from the referendum were regressed on socioeconomic, geographic and political variables. The key explanatory variables are the potential tax wedge formed by the difference between the just value and the assessed value of a house and various measures of household mobility. These variables are derived from a complete statewide tax roll of properties.
We find evidence that voters with high expected mobility were more likely to support Amendment 1 but the size of the existing wedge was not an important determinant.
However, we also found evidence to suggest that voters understood that Amendment 1 would likely erode the tax base and shift the tax burden to long-staying residents.. The results suggest that voters anticipate the response of local budgets and millage rates to the new portability, and are weighing the short-term tax savings against longer-term consequences on the local budget and tax rates.
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Data Appendix A: Creating a Measure of Expected Mobility
The specification for the hazard of moving function is:
where the baseline hazard, , is estimated non-parametrically and then shifted
proportionally by changes in a vector of covariates X. We include in X Census 2000 controls for the block group that the property is located in: income and income squared;
share of population that is non-Hispanic white; educational attainment; and share of population in the following age groups: 0-4, 5-13, 14-17, 18-24, 25-64 , and 64 plus. We also include the property's distance from the CBD as a control. 40 Building on the work of Sinai (1997), Newman and Reschovsky (1987) and Cunningham and Engelhardt (2008) ,
we also include the following variables to account for lock-in effects generated by the federal treatment on capital gains in owner occupied housing: occupancy spell completed before 1997; capital gain in excess of $125,000; (occupancy spell completed before 1997*capital gain in excess of 125,000); occupancy spell completed after 1997; and (occupancy spell completed after 1997*capital gain in excess of $500,000). We run each model separately by county yielding 64 separate regression estimates. Some summary statistics of the parameter estimates for the county regressions are presented in Appendix   Table A2 . The full set of coefficient estimates is available from the authors upon request.
Using the estimated hazard functions and the coefficient estimates on the covariates, we calculate for each house the survival probability that the current owner will remain in the house (in other words, we ignore the previous owners' tenure) and set capital gains to zero to predict survival in the absence of a property tax lock-in effect.
The predicted survival curve is thus:
These additional covariates, for the most part, appear in the main voting equation as well, and so they are described in greater detail in the "Other Covariates" section of the paper.
where the non-parametrically fitted baseline survival curve, , is shifted proportionally by the exponeniated independent variable multiplied by the parameter estimates ′ . Next we estimate the probability of the current owner remaining in the home n years into the future. We do this by moving n years (we do this for n = 1, 2 or 3 years) down the survival curve and then shifting it by the current set of covariates and parameter estimates (excluding capital gains):
′ .
Finally, we take the difference between the current survival curve and the projected future survival curve and annualize the change in probabilities to create a measure of expected future mobility with passage of Amendment 1:
Thus, mob n is determined by both the underlying duration dependence of the data -a household, having lived ten years in a home is less likely to move next year than a household having lived in a home for just three years -and by characteristics of the census block group in which the property resides -high income individuals tend to move more. Like the other independent variables, the expected mobility term is then averaged at the precinct level. The precinct average expected mobility is denoted M n i , n = 1, 2, 3.
Generally, we find that mobility falls with the share of children in the block group, increases with income and educational attainment and increases for nonHispanic whites. We also find some evidence for lock-in effects from the tax treatment of capital gains on owner occupied housing. Homes in census block groups with higher shares of persons over 55 appear to enjoy a bump up in mobility before 1997 relative to after 1997, and having a gain of more than $125,000 (above the maximum one time exclusion pre-1997) was associated with reduced mobility compared to after 1997. This effect was strongest for homes in block groups with a larger share of persons age 55 and over. Similarly, gains in excess of $500,000 (the maximum post-1997 exclusion) lowered mobility after 1997 relative to before 1997. (1) A house is bought for $100,000 on December 31, 1994; (2) It is homesteaded and is not bought or sold thereafter; (3) Its value appreciates at the same rate as the statewide FHFA house price index.
35 Note: to highlight the impact of the wedge between market and assessed values this figure we show the current budget when inflation is greater than 3 percent (the nominal cap in assessment growth). A similar graph with real house price appreciation above the inflation cap would pivot the budget line in and strand the household in the current home. The full sample is the set of all precincts in the 64 counties. The restricted sample is the set of the precincts located in jurisdictions that have 25 or more precincts. 2 See text for explanation of how the weighted county immigrants' wedge is calculated. "Mobility" is the census-derived 5-year mobility rate. All specifications include county fixed effects, all demographic controls, controls for racial concentration, segregation and share of tax base classified as homestead, residential, commercial and industrial, consistent with the specification presented in Column 4 of Table 4 . For scaling purposes, Wedge is measured in $1,000s. Robust standard errors, clustered at the jurisdiction level, in parentheses. +Significant at 10% level; *Significant at 5% level; **Significant at 1% level.
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